The Allay sofa is offered in several lengths. The soft top arm option extends the sleep surface in tight spaces an additional eight inches. An intuitively designed, integrated pull handle makes the conversion from comfortable sofa to peaceful sleep position easy - reducing the number of nurse calls needed during stay. From unprecedented sitting comfort for new dads and relatives, to an array of arm options, drawers, and ottomans for family members belongings, the Allay sleep sofa offers features rarely found in patient room environments.
Evidence-based design research affirms that hospital stay is shorter with the presence of family members during recovery. The sleepToo sofa offers real benefits in mother-baby applications. sleepToo occupies only 20 square feet of space while delivering the options important for caregiver and patient interaction. Celebration dinners are made easy with sleepToo’s adjustable table, dad’s can rest peacefully and easily with the pneumatic assisted sleep surface conversion, and family and friends can plug in phones to spread the joy of the birth with sleepToo’s power options.
The Capital and Versant sleep chairs offer an additional option for a caregiver’s restful night’s sleep. Both are easily converted from chair to sleep surface. The Versant sleep chair offers a chaise-lounge position, for ultimate comfort and relaxation for the mother or family members.
The Laurelwood motion chair offers the same sitting comfort and therapeutic benefits that Wedgewood presents. Both provide gentle rocking movements and can be moved easily anywhere in the room with optional rear casters.

Wedgewood motion chairs present a soothing rocking movement that aids in relaxation and therapeutic comfort – a perfect way for friends and family to soothe and enjoy the newborn baby.

Laurelwood motion

The Laurelwood motion chair offers the same sitting comfort and therapeutic benefits that Wedgewood presents. Both provide gentle rocking movements and can be moved easily anywhere in the room with optional rear casters.
The Cove recliner presents several different options of varying degree. A sleep recliner can provide another option for a restful night’s sleep, while any Cove recliner offers IV poles, footrests, push bars, or transfer arms making the move from one room, or bed, to the next a breeze.

cove recliner

A glider is an important piece of the nursery for both mom and baby. The Capital glider brings the comfort of your home to the patient room. The gentle curves, seamless styling, and hidden locking mechanism makes late night feedings a little easier.

capital glider

Another glider option with the same gentle rocking motion brings the same comfort from home to the hospital. The Versant glider offers a hidden locking mechanism to add stability when exiting and entering the chair – giving you peace of mind while holding the baby.

versant glider
For the first couple of days, visitors - family members, friends, coworkers - are excited to visit with mom and baby. For days when there's too many congratulations and not enough seating, the Plyfold + SmartRail™ adds a temporary fix that can conveniently be stored on the wall behind the door.

Patient chairs offer yet another comfortable option for patient and caregiver alike. The Trace patient chair's contoured back and molded foam add comfort. To rest your legs, an ottoman is offered and can nest neatly beneath the seat, adding more space for parents, friends, and family in the patient room.